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BEHUISINGSVOORDEEL
STATUS:

HOUSING BENEFIT
STATUS:

Onthou om die Departement van Onderwys in Remember to notify the Department of Education
kennis te stel as u status van HUURDER na ‘n when your status changes from TENANT to
HUISEIENAAR verander.
HOME OWNER.
Vir meer inligting t.o.v. u behuisingsvoordele as For more information in connection to your
‘n staatsdiensamptenaar kan u gerus die housing benefits as a public servant, visit the
webwerf van GEHS besoek:
GEHS website:

http://www.gehs.gov.za/

http://www.gehs.gov.za/

HANTERING VAN
AGGRESIEWE LEERDERS
IN DIE KLASKAMER:

HANDLING AGGRESSIVE
CHILDREN IN THE
CLASSROOM:

Talle insidente het die afgelope tyd opspraak gemaak Many incidents have been highlighted in the media
in die media en het talle lede ook SAOU geskakel om recently and many members have contacted SAOU for
advies en hulp te bekom t.o.v. die aangeleentheid.
advice and assistance in regard to this issue.
SAOU streef daarna dat daar ‘n vreedsame, SAOU strives towards a peaceful, educational
opvoedkundige atmosfeer by alle skole moet atmosphere at all schools and for this purpose we
heers en vir dié doel sluit ons die aangehegde include the following attachment:
inligtingstuk aan:

What is my right?: (Volume 5)
“Handling aggressive children in
the classroom:”

What is my right?: (Volume 5)
Handling aggressive children in
the classroom:

AANSTELLING VAN
TYDELIKE ONDERWYSERS:

APPONTMMENT OF
TEMPORARY EDUCATORS:

Tans het SAOU geen nuwe inligting rakende die
nuwe aanstellings deur die DvO nie.

Currently the SAOU cannot provide new information
regarding new appointments by the DoE.

Volgens die DvO wag hulle vir goedkeuring van
Tesourie voordat aanstellings gemaak kan word.

According to the DoE they await approval from
Treasury before they can make appointments.

Die SAOU is gereed om verdere aksie te neem indien The SAOU is ready for further action in case it is
nodig.
required.

DIENS GEDURENDE
SKOOLVAKANSIES:

SERVICE DURING SCHOOL
HOLIDAYS:

Dit blyk dat dit deesdae baie algemeen word dat
die Departement onderwysers opdrag gee om
gedurende skoolvakansies of oor naweke ekstra
klasse vir leerders aan te bied.
Na aanleiding
van die navrae wat ons ontvang, vestig ons
graag ons lede se aandag op die volgende
bepaling soos vervat in die verlofmaatreëls vir
onderwysers:
PAM: H.4.2

Lately the Department instructs educators
regularly to conduct extra classes for learners
during the school holidays or over weekends.
We refer members to the following stipulation as
contained in the leave measures for educators:

Annual leave entitlement of
institution-based educators:

PAM: H.4.2

Annual leave entitlement of
institution-based educators:
“H.4.2.1 An institution-based educator will be regarded
as being on annual leave during institution closure
periods that are outside of scheduled working time,
provided that the measures regarding the workload,
duties and responsibilities of educators may require
such an Educator to perform some of his/her normal
duties, such as preparation for the new school term or
the marking of internal examination scripts, during
such periods. However, such an educator will not be
required to report at any work place to perform any of
these duties.

“H.4.2.1 An institution-based educator will be
regarded as being on annual leave during institution
closure periods that are outside of scheduled working
time, provided that the measures regarding the
workload, duties and responsibilities of educators
may require such an Educator to perform some of
his/her normal duties, such as preparation for the new
school term or the marking of internal examination
scripts, during such periods. However, such an
educator will not be required to report at any work
H.4.2.2 If, after sufficient notice, an institution-based
place to perform any of these duties.
educator is required by the employer to report for
H.4.2.2 If, after sufficient notice, an institution-based official duty during an institution closure period outside
educator is required by the employer to report for the scheduled working time, he/she will be
official duty during an institution closure period remunerated additionally for the performance of such
outside the scheduled working time, he/she will be duties in terms of the applicable measures in Chapter
remunerated additionally for the performance of such C. Such remuneration will not apply in respect of the
duties in terms of the applicable measures in Chapter voluntary performance of duties by an educator during
C. Such remuneration will not apply in respect of the an institution closure period.”
voluntary performance of duties by an educator
Saturdays and Sundays are not working days
during an institution closure period.”

Saterdae en Sondae is nie werksdae nie en die
Departement kan geen werknemer verplig om op
hierdie dae te werk nie. Dit sal as oortyddiens
beskou word waarvoor werknemers kan
aanspraak maak op addisionele vergoeding
indien hulle daartoe sou instem!

and the Department may not force any employee
to work on these days. This will be regarded as
overtime and employees may claim additional
compensation if they choose to conduct the
classes!

FREE STATE / VRYSTAAT
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What is my right?
Handling aggressive children in the classroom:
Aggressive and challenging behaviour seems to be on the increase as are the number of
children with SEN. The environments in which many children grow up are more turbulent
and certainly traditional forms of nurture and support have disappeared. Given increasing
levels of poverty and malnourishment, this can have a negative impact.

Some strategies to use with aggression include:








Avoid too much movement and convey non-aggressive intentions in your body language – avoid waving
arms as this can exacerbate confrontation.
Use pauses between responses. Using a form of tactical pausing can reduce the chances of
confrontation and also shows respect as this demonstrates that you are reflecting on what they are
saying.
Remember that silence can be very effective.
Show genuine concern and help the pupil to take control of the situation.
Avoid an upward spiral of confrontational behaviour. Do not try to mirror their mood. For example, if they
shout avoid the temptation to shout louder. It is best to match the mood level while showing some
heightened response.
 Positioning is key – standing at right angles to the pupil or
alongside them may be less threatening. Avoid squaring up.
Remember that an angry pupil has a large personal space
bubble around them. Normally the space bubble or zone of
comfort is about 50cm around us. Standing inside that zone or
too close with an angry pupil can exacerbate the situation.
However, standing too far away and by appearing to retreat
by moving away from the pupil might be seen as a sign of
weakness. By standing in this position, you avoid excessive
eye contact as that is often threatening.
 Do not get pulled into a power struggle – keep responses
low key and do not allow the situation to escalate.
 Always model the behaviour you expect to see.
 Avoid excessive eye contact as this can be seen as
threatening and challenging. Allow the pupil to look away. Standing at right angles to or alongside the
pupil will help to avoid issues relating to eye contact
Try to be solution-focused and allow the pupil to save face. Give them an escape route.Pupils
sometimes need reassurance. Use inclusive language: “we all get angry so it’s OK to feel this way –
we will certainly be able to find a solution”. This can prove useful as some learners will become
scared by their extreme behaviour.
(Dave Vizard - www.behavioursolutions.com)
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Dealing with Hostile and Aggressive Behaviour in Students:
Students who are hostile-aggressive are encountered (and certainly dreaded) by just about every teacher.
These are the students classically regarded as “problem students.” They often have Attention Deficit
Hyperactivity Disorder, emotional or behavioural disorders, or are below grade level in achievement. They
are capable of dominating and controlling others through intimidation and irrational, often explosive behaviour.
Here, we look at the characteristics of the classic hostile-aggressive student, examines reasons for such
behaviour, and gives suggestions for dealing with such students.

How does the hostile-aggressive student act out?
One can categorize the acting-out behaviour of hostile-aggressive students into three general categories:
verbal aggression, physical aggression and vandalism. What distinguishes these behaviours as exhibited
by the hostile aggressive student is that they are done with intent to do harm, whether that be physical,
emotional, or for revenge and retaliation.
Verbal aggression includes defiance, continuous arguing, cut-downs, threats, swearing, bossing, sarcasm
and teasing.
Physical aggression can be exhibited as kicking, hitting, fighting, spitting, throwing materials with intent to do
harm (either to a person or to objects, e.g., a window) and biting, among others. (Be sure to learn as much as
you can about the student from his or her file as well as through observation; some of these behaviours could
be a result of Tourette’s Disorder.)
Vandalism includes not only destruction or damage to property but theft as well.

What causes students to behave this way?
There are many theories as to what causes hostile-aggressive behaviour in children. Several of which
are especially important to teachers are as follows:

MODELING:
Children observe hostile-aggressive behaviour modelled by parents, teachers, peers, and in the media.
Threats from parents, yelled reprimands from teachers, and violence among peers and in the media are then
mimicked by the child.

PEER REINFORCEMENT BEHAVIOUR:
Peer Reinforcement behaviour such as fighting is reinforced by peers when they take sides in or cheer for
individuals who are fighting. This leads to an increase in hostile-aggressive behaviour.

SOCIAL SKILLS DEFICIT:
Children lack the social skills necessary to deal with stressful situations in an assertive rather than aggressive
manner. Their repertoire of problem-solving skills is limited to aggression, so they use this to fulfil their needs.

LOW SELF-ESTEEM:
The hostile-aggressive child acts out of anger. According to researcher J.M. Medick, his reflects poor selfimage and an identity of failure “resulting from an inability to satisfy two basic needs: giving and receiving
love, and having a sense of worth.” They believe that it is not alright to feel anger and frustration and think
they are bad people when they do have these feelings. Their behaviour has led to rejection by both adults and
peers, which causes their self-esteem to further plummet.
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What causes conflict with the hostile-aggressive student to
escalate?
Student frustration triggers hostile-aggressive behaviour. Frustration with others or oneself is dealt with
through physical or verbal aggression or vandalism. With this behaviour, the student gains negative attention
from the teacher or peers. The teacher instinctively responds by reprimanding the student or asking him or her
to cease the behaviour which the student is using to gain attention.
This leads to the next phase of the cycle: student defensiveness. The student begins to lose control and will
verbally lash out at the teacher, usually assuming the role of the victim (“You always pick on me,” “Leave
me alone,” “I didn’t do anything”).
At this point, the teacher is probably angry, confused and wants to re-establish that “the teacher is in control
and will be listened to and obeyed at all costs.” Through his or her hostile acts, the student has succeeded
in getting the teacher to aggress.
The student will now begin to exhibit more hostile-aggressive behaviours until the teacher “lays down the
law,” which, although it ends the cycle, reinforces the student’s belief that he or she is the victim and that
adults unfairly take their anger out on students.
The teacher is left with feelings of failure, defeat and confusion, while negative feelings toward the student
are reinforced. This leads to the probability that the teacher will respond more quickly and angrily to the student
in the future, reinforcing the student’s behaviour and leading to further deterioration of both student and teacher
self-esteem.

What are the typical teacher responses to these behaviours, and
how do students react to these responses?
Teachers typically respond in one of two ways: authoritatively or attempting to reason with the student.
When teachers respond authoritatively, it is because they feel they have lost control over the situation.
Reacting as an authoritarian figure, the teacher gives ultimatums: “You better do what I say or else.” The
hostile-aggressive student responds by acting as if he or she really does not care what the teacher says or
does and continues hostile aggressive behaviour, whether physically or verbally: “I hate you! You can’t make
me do anything.” The irony of this is that they are right. You cannot make any student do anything. While
reacting authoritatively is an understandable response from the teacher, it is simply ineffective.
The other way teachers typically respond is by attempting to reason with the hostile-aggressive student.
They understand that the student’s behaviour is not a personal attack but indicative of an inferior ability to deal
with emotions. This teacher attempts to explain with kindness and understanding what is really going on.
However sincere these attempts are, they usually lead to circular arguments, dead ends or resentment
from the student. The teacher ends up expending huge amounts of energy and is left feeling frustrated
and unsuccessful.

How do I intervene with a hostile-aggressive student?


Identify those behaviours which are inappropriate and perform a functional assessment. Doing an “A-BC” (antecedent, behaviour, consequence) chart can be very helpful in understanding what particular
situations tend to set the student off.



Next, examine how you have been dealing with the behaviour and evaluate what has been
contributing to conflict and whether anything has de-escalated these situations in the past. Drop
what is not working and identify any methods which are working. A good rule of thumb is if you are left
feeling angry and out of control, your method is ineffective.



After you have evaluated the behaviour of both the student and yourself, it is time to put together a
proactive intervention plan. This includes outlining proactive behaviour modification strategies,
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reinforcement plans, and teaching new functional behaviour which will replace the student’s inappropriate
ways of dealing with emotion. It can be helpful to hold a conference with the student and, if possible, with
the student’s parents. Let the student know what is and is not acceptable and how you will help him or her
to learn behaviour which is appropriate. Using a cue when you sense the student’s behaviour is escalating
can be helpful in teaching the student to be aware of his or her own behaviour and to remind the student
to use the appropriate behaviours which you have taught.


Stick to and periodically evaluate your intervention. Keep in mind that it took the student a long time
to learn these behaviours and it will likely take a long time to replace them with others. Do not let yourself
fall into old patterns of reacting angrily.



Let the student know you care about him or her. Make it a point to give the student some brief friendly
attention each day. Give the student the opportunity to talk about feelings and give reinforcement. Give
the student special responsibilities. This will show that while you do not appreciate his or her behaviour,
you do see him or her as a worthwhile and capable individual.



It is important that the student learn that it is okay to feel frustrated and angry and that there are
acceptable ways of expressing these emotions.

What proactive interventions are effective in changing hostileaggressive behaviour?
Positive reinforcement is very important in improving the student’s self-esteem and changing his or her selfperception.
Modeling and role-playing help the student learn new behaviour.
Token economies can also be useful in motivating the student to change behaviour.
Cooperative learning gives students the opportunity to learn from their peers.
Self-monitoring and cueing can help a student assume more responsibility for his or her behaviour.

How do I avoid being drawn into the conflict or get out of it once I
recognize that it is going on?


Remember, these tactics are only to help you avoid or get out of a conflict cycle. They alone will not
ultimately change the student’s behaviour. To do this, you must perform a functional assessment and
implement a long-term proactive intervention plan, including techniques such as those listed
earlier.



First, you must learn to not allow yourself to be emotionally manipulated. Use self-talk to tell yourself,
“I know what the student is doing and why. It is not a personal attack against me, and I will remain calm
while trying to help the student.”



When you recognize the student is becoming hostile, remember that this stems from frustration.
The student needs support. Helping the student to recognize his or her emotions and giving the student
the opportunity to deal with them effectively will help. You might have a quiet spot in the room where
students can go when they feel that their emotions are getting the best of them.



If the cycle has not been stopped at the frustration stage, you will have to deal with the next stage:
Defensiveness. At this point, you will need to set limits for the student. For example, if the student has
been verbally abusive to another student, you might establish limits in the context of a choice: “Lisa, you
need to either quietly continue with your English assignment or put your head down on your desk until you
are calm and ready to talk about this.” You have defined the limits and left the decision up to the student.
You have also stepped out of a conflict cycle by remaining calm.
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If the student persists and becomes more aggressive, for example, by beginning to verbally abuse you, you
need to provide control. Say, “Lisa, come with me,” leave the room, and wait for her to follow. Do not give her
the opportunity to argue with you and escalate the conflict further. When you are alone, you could tell her,
“Your behaviour is unacceptable. You can either come or sit quietly in the class or you can sit here in the hall
until you are able to control yourself. Either way, I need to attend to the other students in the class. We will talk
about this after you have demonstrated that you are in control by either sitting quietly here or in the classroom
until I am ready to speak with you.”
Once the student has regained control, you will want to take time to talk to her about what occurred and how
you can both work to prevent it from happening again.

How will I know that progress is being made in changing the
student’s behaviour?
The ultimate measure is the degree to which the student’s behaviour is maintained and generalized. The
student may begin to behave acceptably in your classroom, but is he or she improving in other
classrooms/situations? Often hostile-aggressive students see authority figures as deliberately waiting for them
to mess up, as waiting to set them up for failure, and this view can hinder progress. It can be confronted by
having a private conference with the student. You may begin by talking about all the progress and positive
change you have seen. Let the student know that you see that he or she can continue to have more and more
success, but that this will be difficult if teachers, etc., are seen as enemies and treated suspiciously. Engage
the student in a conversation about what generally happens to students (or people in general) who do and do
not cooperate with teachers and other authority figures and rules. Remain calm and courteous so that you
display the fact that you do care and that you do want the student to succeed.
Finally, let the student know that it is up to him or her to decide whether to take this final step. Do not expect
the student to make a decision then and there. It may take time, so continue to be caring and courteous,
modelling a friendly authority figure.
Not every student will make that final leap and it is something which only the student can decide. Continue to
be consistent in dealing with the student and do not hold yourself responsible for the student’s decisions.
Remember that there are many other areas in the student’s life (home, friendship, etc.) which exert great
influence over the student and over which you have no control.
One thing you can continue to do, no matter what, is to work with the student to build their self-esteem.
This may help the student to choose to see authority figures as people who can help and to see him- or herself
as worthy and entitled to this help. Positive reinforcement, being given special responsibilities in the classroom,
and tutoring peers are all ways to help build student self-esteem.

Other issues in dealing with hostile-aggressive students
First, as you get to know a student and he or she begins to make progress, there may be times when the
student appears to be behaving in a hostile fashion, but closer observation reveals that he or she is following
through with what has been requested. For example, Josh has knocked all of his books on the floor in
frustration and you have said, “Josh that is not acceptable behaviour. If you want help, raise your hand.
In the meantime, please pick up your books.” Josh retorts, “You’re always picking on me. I hate this
stupid class and I hate you, too!” But you observe that Josh is, in fact, picking up his books. This is a
time to ignore his outburst, let him pick up his books, cool off, and talk about it later.
Second, never corner a student who is emotionally out of control. Leave a student who is out of control with a
large personal space and a way out of the room. Running out of the room is much more appropriate than
hitting a teacher.
Finally, do not argue with students. Give choices and the option to discuss an incident later, but do not argue.
These are not the same. Discussion leads to collaborative solutions while arguments lead to
defensiveness.

(https://cehdvision2020.umn.edu/blog/aggressive-behavior-in-students/)
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